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About This Content

The Ancestors Character Pack features four new multiplayer characters, including: the swashbuckling Privateer, the devious
siren Corsair, the battle-tested Brigand, and the bloodthirsty Gladiator. Each character is unique, with personalized taunts,

weapons, and stylized assassination techniques.
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Ubisoft Montreal
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Franchise:
Assassin's Creed
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Minimum:
OS: Windows® XP SP3 / Windows Vista® SP2 /Windows® 7 SP1
Processor: Intel® Core™2 Duo E4400 @ 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 4000+ @ 2.1GHz
Memory: 1.5 GB Windows® XP / 2 GB Windows Vista, 7
Graphics: 256 MB DirectX® 9.0–compliant card with Shader Model 4.0 or higher (see supported list)*
DirectX®: DirectX® June2010 or newer
Hard Drive: 12 GB
Sound: DirectX 9.0–compliant sound card
Peripherals: Keyboard, mouse, optional controller
Internet: Temporary broadband connection required for one-time product registration at first launch, permanent broadband
connection required for multi-player.*This product does not support Windows® 98/ME/2000/NT
Supported Video Cards at Time of Release:
AMD Radeon™ HD2600XT or better/3000/4000/5000/6000 desktop series
NVIDIA® GeForce® 8600GTS or better/9/GT200/GT400/GT500 desktop series
Laptop versions of these cards may work but are NOT officially supported. These chipsets are the only ones that will run this game.
For the most up-to-date minimum requirement listings, please visit the FAQ for this game on our support website at
http://support.ubi.com.
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A very polished game,when playing its's easy to see that a great deal of care went into crafting every single asset of this game..
My first impression of this game was one that wasn\u2019t fair to the developer and the game itself. I had issues in the
beginning and only after speaking with the developer and actually playing the game did I realize that this game is SUPER FUN
and I recommend getting it!! It has AMAZING potential and I hope to see this game BOOM!!!

I appreciate the developer getting back to me on this issue. Much respect there it shows true dedication. Also I have to say that
after I tried playing the game again it worked fine. The game is early access so it comes with the usual things that are pretty
normal, for example: the game runs pretty smooth but something I'd like is the option to invert the camera, I'm a strange one and
I can't play without inverting the Y axis. I can't wait to see what the new models for the characters look like and I hope that this
game continues to grow. I love ghosts and I love the concept of this game!!!. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u043d\u043e\u0440\u043c \u0434\u043b\u044f \u0417\u0411\u0422. Nice, atmospheric add-on for sure. If you buy it in the
TS2016 edition, or otherwise get the Gas Turbine, you get 15 extra scenarios.

However, there are quite frequent issues with the scenarios, cars and locos included with this pack (there is a thread or two
every week on the forums). Trains get separated, the brakes get stuck, timings are off, switches set wrong or just an emergency
penalty while rolling with released brakes. It's really hard to enjoy the otherwise cool six-pack of scenarios when it is so shaken
and full of bugs.

If you decide to play this - save often.. If you are looking for Shadow of Mordor 2.0, this is it. Apart from adding new
mechanics and new monsters, the combat system feels pretty much the same, if you enjoyed Shadow of mordor combat system
you will feel at home.. Bravo! This immediately gets into my introduce people to VR rotation. Nice graphics, music. Excellent
experience.. I'm about 6 missions in. There's nothing casual about the gameplay. Each mission is timed (1 to 2 minutes), giving
you little time to look around. Tasks just involves clicking in a series of areas to produce a certain final product. Bonus items
also requires that you look around the scene and find it. Obstacles (like moles) try to impede your progress. The only way to get
rid of them is, you guessed it, click on it.

I was looking for a sandbox mode but can't find the option. I originally hoped this game would be some sort of cartoony sim
farm, but all missions are timed leaving you little time to actually enjoy the game.

Wouldn't recommend this game.. The party karting scene is back. Not that it went anywhere, bt PC options for such games have
always been hit-or-miss. This is a definite hit. It's a blast! I haven't had the chance to try a local party yet but that's goign to
happen soon.

The controlls are intuitive and easy. The play is frenetic and fun. The characters\/vehicles are nonsensical and perfect The
weapons are silly. The modifiers are hilarious. this is the perfect family party game or drinking party game, or party party game.

I run this game on my MSI GS70 Stealth (Nvidia 870M) with no issues at all on Very High settings. It's not super graphically
intesive and it doesn't need to be. It's perfect, really. If you aren't getting this game, you are certainly making a mistake. I can't
imagine this game not appealing to anyone.. I would not recomend this game caused of bad programmin and having such limited
options when building bridges. i always liked to make funny looking but working bridges.. in this game it doesnt allow you to do
enything funny.. Really enjoyed it despite its faults.
+ I adore the art style, really sick character designs and environments.
+ I enjoyed the story, I like how the protagonist is just trying to save his skin and doesn't have anything heroic about him
+ I liked most of the puzzles, especially the ones where you have to arrange troops before a battle
+ good voice acting
+ doesn't take long time to complete
- I felt like some puzzles didn't have enough clues, I had to resort to a walktrhrough
- The game is hard to navigate, especially in the mercenary camp in the beginning - the layout is confusing and area exits are not
evident. I've given up when I first tried playing, constantly getting lost and going in circles.
- there is a bug when you can't travel across the map unless you repeatedly press F5 while having FRAPS recording video
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Back in 2015 when the game first came out they gave the option of supporting the game further. So i bought a few years back
and never regret it... SO angry the game keeps crashing!!! Played the game a few times to see if it would crash at the same place
which would be three quarters of the way through AND THE THING DOES.

Do not buy this game because you will not get to finish it.. I was hooked on the previous Quell games (Quell, Reflections, and
Memento), but this is the best one ever! It's challenging, it's fun, and it's utterly addictive. (BTW, I'm a retiree, and this game is
perfect for warding off Alzheimer's!) Get it! Play it! Love it!. Simple gameplay.
Run through various mazes.
Maze editor is simple yet fun to use.
Needs something to be GREAT, but I would call it pretty good right now.
If you want to solve transluscent mazes, pick this up!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/5j8IxWJog8w. Note to myself : Don't play this kind of game at night, even if it's for a spooky atmosphere..
much better from Tok[1]

its more visable and easier to see

also the background is better

lack contuinue playing from the play bottton[and not only from select levels[

also its more challenging and interesting. Pretty fun, pretty cool, but you won't learn much at all about ML. More of visual
pseudo-ML-code than anything else, unfortunately. Fun game, but frustrating at times due to a lack of explanation (imo). If
you're not looking to learn, great game. If you are, I certainly wouldn't start here.. The graphics are amazing. AAA quality.
Although the single player campaign is short, it is a fun way of getting used to the locomotion which is amazing. The real star of
the show is the deathmatch! I logged in during a "play with devs" session organized on the steam community forum, and it was
pretty intense. The zero G mechanic creates a whole new style of mulitplayer deathmatch and I think it's amazing and really well
suited for VR. Getting kills and getting killed in zero G feels really epic, and it's fun how you can shield yourself from incoming
shots using space debris.

If you want to play multiplayer then be sure to add me as a steam friend. I'll be down to play anytime so we can build up this
community.

Also keep an eye on the community forum for scheduled matches with the devs.. Very very fun sandbox\/adventure game! It's
lots and lots of fun to play by yourself, or with a friend(s)! You can upgrade your ship, collect items, store things in our ship,
cook, craft, explore, build, meet NPC's, follow the story, battle hundreds of enemies and bosses, etc! Starbound is very big, and
there are lots of planets to explore. lots of weapons to collect, etc. If you were even considering getting this game just a little bit,
you should definitely try it out. It's worth the money!. good game .......die file save no
 Steam Cloud +(((((((((((((
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